‘Freedom is Our Lives’
.

The new movie, For Greater Glory: The
True Story of Cristiada unveils a time when
Mexican Christians, in the pursuit of
religious freedom, had to choose between
their faith and their lives. It was directed by
the Titanic and Lord of the Rings special
effects genius, Dean Wright. Therefore it
contains gripping and spectacular action
with breathtaking scenery. But it is the
story of heroic martyrdom that will draw
crowds to theaters. The talented cast
includes Andy Garcia, Peter O’Toole and
Eva Longoria.
The Cristero War is a conflict that lasted
from 1926 to 1929. This often forgotten era
of Mexican history is captured in [this] film
comprised of an ensemble of talented and
award-winning actors.
The persecution of the Catholic Church in
Mexico began when the administration of
Mexican President Plutarco Calles took
punitive measures to silence priests and
bishops, confiscate Church property and
close Catholic schools. When the archbishop
of Mexico City spoke out against such
measures, his residence and the chapel of
Our Lady of Guadalupe were bombed.
RECLAIMING HISTORY
For the filmmakers, bringing the dark era
of the Cristiada years to life was largely
motivated by the silence that surrounds it.
As the story unfolds, the audience witnesses
the various ways in which committed
Catholics responded to their plight. Some,
such as Blessed José Anacleto González

Flores — who is sometimes referred to as the
“Mexican Gandhi”— favored civil
disobedience. Others, like Father José Reyes
Vega and Victoriano Ramírez, known as “El
Catorce,”resorted to armed resistance,
beginning a grassroots rebellion of Mexican
Catholics from which the term “Cristiada”
originated.
The history of the Cristero War remains
largely unknown, even to Mexicans. Eduardo
Verástegui, who portrays González Flores in

involves the execution of St. José María
Robles Hurtado, a martyred priest and
Knight of Columbus who blessed and
forgave his killers in the face of death.
Although the film is about specific
historical events, the filmmakers believe
that its message about religious freedom
is universal.
“We live in a time where religious
freedom is as tenuous as it’s ever been,”
said Wright.
The Untold Story of the Knights during
the Cristiada

On an ordinary January day in 1927, as
Yocundo Durán walked home in
Chihuahua, Mexico, he crossed paths
with Federal Gen. Miguel Valle, who was
walking out of a local tavern. The general
recognized Durán and had one of his
soldiers detain him and ask, “Are you a
When the government outlawed faith, Knight of Columbus?”
the faithful became outlaws.
Durán confirmed that he was a Knight
and asked whether there was any evil in
it. Considering this an indictment, Valle
the film, experienced this silence first hand.
pronounced Durán a “subversive
“When I grew up in Mexico I didn’t know
Catholic”and ordered him shot on the
anything about the Cristiada. I went to
spot. Durán’s body was later delivered to
public school; I had never heard anything
his family in a bricklayer’s cart.
about it — until I turned 30 years old ...”
Wright and Barroso also sought to create an
accurate depiction of the violence carried out
against Mexican Catholics. Although never
gratuitously, the film depicts priests being
executed, churches pillaged and worshippers
massacred. One of the more chilling scenes

During this time, the government seized
Catholic schools and seminaries,
expropriated Church property, and
outlawed religious education. It closed
Catholic hospitals, orphanages and
homes for the elderly. It also banned

